
WINDSCREENS 
THAT FIT LIKE  
A GLOVE

PREMIUM QUALITY LAMINATED  
WINDSCREENS CUSTOMIZED TO YOUR NEEDS. PART OF



PRODUCT QUALITY
Finn Lamex is dedicated to the highest  
product quality. Our windscreens fit like a 
glove, so your business can keep moving.

When you work with Finn Lamex, you’re not 
just buying our access to state-of-the-art 
production equipment — you’re joining us in  
a process of continuous improvement and 
unique in-house expertise. We work with 
efficiency to get you the best value for money.

THE TOTAL QUALITY OF OUR OPERATION 
MAKES FINN LAMEX THE INDUSTRY  
LEADER IN VALUE FOR MONEY

GET THE PERFECT WINDSCREEN FIT, EXCELLENT 
COMFORT, AND VISIBILITY THAT WE KNOW YOUR 
CUSTOMERS WILL APPRECIATE!

EXPERTISE
Over the decades, we’ve designed and built our 
own tailor-made production machinery and 
process to guarantee the best result for you and 
your customers. This level of care extends to all 
our factory spaces, resources, and maintenance 
processes.

We use only high-quality, tested raw materials 
from the leading suppliers, and our quality 
control standard for every customer is the 
same. That means that whether you are a 
manufacturer or a wholesaler, you get the 
same level of excellent windscreen quality.
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UNIQUE SAFETY GLASS KNOW-HOW
And with our signature focus on complex, 
curved, and large windscreens, practically all 
windscreen shapes are possible – in batch sizes 
small and large. We deliver an optimal 
windscreen solution at the best combination of 
functionality and cost, so you can be sure you 
get the best value for your investment with 
Finn Lamex.

FINN LAMEX  
THE BEST VALUE IN THE INDUSTRY  

The total quality of our operation makes Finn Lamex the industry leader in value for money.

  
Finn Lamex delivers your optimal solution with the best combination of functionality and cost  

– no matter how challenging or complex. We know your customers will appreciate it.  

PRODUCT QUALITY 

Finn Lamex exists to provide  
windscreens that fit like a glove  
– to keep people comfortable and  
safe, and your business moving.

EXPERTISE 

Our combination of custom production  
technology, the highest-quality  
raw materials, and craftsmanship is  
one-of-a-kind in our industry.  

SERVICE 
Every specialist at Finn Lamex works  
as a team in a process of continual  
improvement and customer service,  
with a reputation built on decades.  

PRODUCT  
QUALITY

SERVICE

EXPERTISE

WATCH  
OUR  

VIDEO!
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COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

BENDING IN CHALLENGING SHAPES

Modern commercial vehicles, motorhomes and industrial machinery 
have specific prerequisites for windscreen shape, size and details. You 
will receive a windscreen ready to be installed on your vehicle with a 
perfect fit.

SAFE AND RESILIENT
In manufacturing vehicles and special machinery, the starting point is 
operator and passenger safety. The windscreen plays a significant role in 
manufacturing a safe and comfortable cabin. Resilient laminated safety 
glass withstands powerful blows and dents, and it is safe even if it breaks 
down. The film between the layers of glass prevents formation of sharp 
splinters. The glass will remain in one piece even if it’s severely damaged.

o Maximum flat cut size 3200 x 2500 mm
o Maximum depth 700 mm
o Minimum bending radius 60mm
o Minimum opening angle 93°degrees
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DESIGN INNOVATIONS
When it comes to producing curved 
windscreens, Finn Lamex has the 
production equipment and knowhow to 
execute the best results for its 
customers.  Their comfort and skill at 
producing difficult curves offers a clear 
competitive advantage.

A curved wrap around glass offers the best 
combination of aerodynamics, visibility, 
and design. A curved windscreen enables 
the A-frame support to be moved further 
back, improving the visibility to the sides, 
and eliminating blindspots.

Finn Lamex has a thorough 
understanding of the end use cases of 
their windscreens and takes that into 
account in everything they do. It’s one of 
the unique benefits of Finn Lamex that 
they can produce more visually striking 
and tailor-made curved windscreen 
solutions for customers. At the same time, 
they take a realistic view on the physical 
limits of glass as a material.

OPERATOR AND 
PASSENGER COMFORT
The laminated 
glass blocks 
more than 90% 
of the ultraviolet 
radiation (UV). 
In addition to 
the reflecting 
and blocking 
nature of 
laminated and tinted laminated glass, Finn 
Lamex offers S-LEC™ Solar Control Film to 
absorb sunlight energy and further increase 
comfort in the cabin. This further reduces 
energy onsumption used by the air conditioner 
for example.

Finn Lamex also 
provides electrically 
heated windscreens, 
an effective way to 
get rid of snow, frost, 
or fog on the 
windscreen.  
This is a great security factor on the road.

MOTORHOMES AND RVS INDUSTRIAL MACHINES
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TRUSTED EXPERTISE

Our daily goal is to meet the most demanding requirements of our clients. 
We are renowned for our ability to work with demanding glass and  
challenging shapes. 

[Finn Lamex] is one of the top 
windscreen producers in the 
market... When somebody asks me 
if I can give a good
reference in the windscreen 
manufacturing business, we say 
that Finn Lamex is at the top level.

- Raf Janssens, Van Hool

Finn Lamex has had a cooperative 
attitude towards helping us  
meet our requirements,  
combined with a thorough 
knowledge of their own 
production processes, quality  
and way of working.  
The communication with  
our key contact was always  
open and fair.

- Jasper Backx, Ebusco

Finn Lamex wins because of 
their OEM products. The value  
of our business is that we can 
sell OEM products – it is
very important to us. I’m 
choosing the best I can for 
 my customers, and this is  
the reason I cooperate with  
FinnLamex.

- Anna Mroskowiak,  
Szyby Autobusowe

Our cooperation is  
evaluated as very good.

- Skoda Transportation

Everybody knows our company  
as the Finn Lamex company. 
Whenever we need some 
technical assistance, Finn 
Lamex is ready to give it to us. 
They react quickly to our 
questions, and we make a 
good team with their technical
people as well.

- Eva Kovacs, Auto-Bus Glass

SOME OF THE COMPANIES THAT TRUST US
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Our expertise is trusted by many clients. We have worked more than 
10 years with our current key customers and have a strong customer 
base with long term business relationships.

IN ADDITION TO EUROPE, 
WE EXPORT WINDSCREENS 
TO NORTH AMERICA AND 
JAPAN.
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DON’T HESITATE  
TO CONTACT US!

Toni Kallio
Export Manager
+358 440 590 555
toni.kallio@finnlamex.com

Finn Lamex Safety Glass Oy
Niinisuontie 7
FI-23800 Laitila
Finland
finnlamex.com

Follow us on social media:

FINN LAMEX  
THE BEST VALUE IN THE INDUSTRY  

The total quality of our operation makes Finn Lamex the industry leader in value for money.

  
Finn Lamex delivers your optimal solution with the best combination of functionality and cost  

– no matter how challenging or complex. We know your customers will appreciate it.  

PRODUCT QUALITY 

Finn Lamex exists to provide  
windscreens that fit like a glove  
– to keep people comfortable and  
safe, and your business moving.

EXPERTISE 

Our combination of custom production  
technology, the highest-quality  
raw materials, and craftsmanship is  
one-of-a-kind in our industry.  

SERVICE 
Every specialist at Finn Lamex works  
as a team in a process of continual  
improvement and customer service,  
with a reputation built on decades.  
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